Mate, Book One

*This erotic horror novel contains material
intended for mature audiences only..*
When Scott, the alpha werewolf of the
local pack finds himself in the midst of the
worst male to female ratios in living
history, leaving himself as well as a many
of his wolves without mates, he had to start
thinking outside the box. Normally, the
solution would be to take human women
and turn them, but in todays climate,
missing women might lead to a huge
uproar and humans invading his precious
woods looking for their missing women.
However, the alpha noticed that missing
men were not so frantically searched for
and fortunately, the pack witch had a spell
that could help him put this information to
use. The spell administered to the wolves,
willing to undergo the process is given to
the potential mates via sex. Scott is not
sure if he can stomach having sex with a
man, even short term, but desperate times
call for desperate measures. When he asks
the witch why it has to be done this way,
the witch informs him that magic requires
sacrifice. Fortunately, for Scott, the perfect
victim is living on the edge of his lands in a
secluded cabin. Neal, a reclusive writer
moves to the woods when his uncle leaves
the cabin to him when he dies and Neal
sees this as the perfect opportunity to prove
to his manly relatives that hes just as rough
and tumble as the rest of them. Neal will
come to regret that decision and Scott will
have his perfect mate. Mate is a story of
dark erotic horror, not for the faint of heart.
If tales of werewolves, m/m sex, and sex
change bother you, Mate is probably not
the story for you. However, if those things
titillate you, Mate might be just what the
witch ordered. Scott and Neals story as
well as the story of the rest of the pack is
told over several episodes, issued about
once a month. Books one through three are
available now. Click buy now to see how
the story starts *This erotic horror novel
contains material intended for mature
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- 13 min - Uploaded by PCMagDespite a capable touch screen and looks that give the iPad Pro a run for its money, the
Huawei Has anyone else been keeping their eyes on this one? Looks like a solid competitor to the Macbook Pro with its
premium build, impressive Huaweis new MateBook X Pro is an exception. Even though the MateBook X Pro has a
deep bench of specs and an eye-catching design,HUAWEI MateBook E is an elegant 2-in-1 product which integrates the
advantages of a PC with the ease of a tablet. Pop it in your bag, and work or relax The mid-range is one of the most
competitive sectors in the laptop market. When we pit the Huawei MateBook X Pro vs. Dell XPS 13, though, During
AMDs Computex press event, Huawei introduced an upcoming 14-inch version of its MateBook D laptop sporting
AMDs Ryzen 5 Huaweis new MateBook X Pro laptop wraps good design, features, tricks Overall the MateBook X Pro
was one of the best performing laptops The Huawei MateBook X Pro is an impressively thin and light laptop that crams
a 14-inch display into a 13-inch body. The Matebook X Pro feels bigger than Huaweis original laptop the Matebook X
Pros design as pure and invisible, and Id say theres aPlus, the ultra-thin Corning Gorilla Glass touchscreen stays
smudge-free an anti-fingerprint coating. front view of the Huawei Matebook X pro opened with a Huaweis sleek and
powerful MateBook X Pro is once again up for However, you can now pick one up from Microsoft starting at
$1,199.99. Huaweis MateBook X Pro laptop is finally available in the US at Amazon. One of the biggest tech
companies in China finally released its new Unlike nearly every other flagship ultraportable, the MateBook X Pro
because short of an OLED display, the MateBook X Pro has one of the
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